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Number of Disabled People in the World 

There are 1 billion of disabled people in 
the world which is about 15 % from total 
population. From 110 up to 190 millions 
have severe disabilities. 
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“Fire” classification of disabled people in Russia

M1

M2

M3

M4

People without mobility limitations, including people 
with ear malfunctions

Ailing people with limited mobility due to ageing 
(disabled due to the age); disabled with artificial limbs; 
disabled with vision malfunctions who use a white 
walking stick; people with mental deviations

Disabled who use additional supports while moving 
(crutches, sticks)

Disabled who move in manually-driven wheelchairs

Ref: Code of practice SP 59.13330.2012 “Accessibility of buildings and structures for persons 
with disabilities and persons with reduced mobility”, Moscow, 2012.



Patients mobility groups in the hospital departments
Survey: 13 clinical hospitals of Moscow and about 3,500 medical reports 

have been analyzed. 
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Video illustration of actual observations and 
experiments



The collaboration between Vsevolod Predtechenskii
and Anatoly Milinskii

Based on previous (Milinskii, 1951) and new statistic data (Kalintsev, 1966, Duvidzon, 1969 
and Grigoryants, 1971) the authors proposed the following relation between  travel speed and 

density of flow:
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V=(112D4- 380D3+ 434D2 - 217D + 57) m , 
where m: 

for horizontal plane - m = 1; 
for door opening - m = 1,7 + 0,13 sin 
(6,03 D - 0,12); 
for stairs downward - m=0,775+0,44 e-0,39 D

sin (5,61 D – 0,224);
for stairs downward - m = 0,785 + 0,9e3.45D 
sin15,7D, if  0 < D < 0,6 and 

m = 0,785 - 0,1 
sin(7,85D + 1,57) if 0,6> D = 0,92.

“Fundamental diagrams” and their mathematical description

Normal Comfortable Emergency 
Horizontal plane and door 0.63+0.025D 1 1,49-0,36D
Stairs down 0.76 1 1,21
Stairs up 0.82 1 1,26

These curves were plotted based on ”a coefficient of movement condition”



The construction of relation for V=f(D)

Density, D, pers/m2
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dV= V0 - VD

Density impact on travel speed in absolute values:

V0 –free travel speed; VD – decreased travel 
speed due to density impact

REMP = (V0 - VD)/V0

Density impact on travel speed in relative values:

RT = aln(D/D0)
According to Weber-Fekhner law: 

(1) 

(2) 

(4) 

Considering, that REMP =RT we combine (2) and (4): 

VD = V0(1- aln(D/D0))
(5) 

0R
RKS ln

S – sensation; R – stimulus; R0 – threshold value 
of stimulus; k - coefficient

(3) 



Classification of hospital patients

Without movement 
support aid 

With 1 movement 
support aid 

With 2 movement 
support aids 

Wheel-chair user

An example of mixed flow

Through 
door 

Along 
stairs

Typical mobile groups



The results of the study: movement parameters 
along horizontal plane

0,44260,9558,01Mixed flow

0,14000,3960.00Wheel-chair users

0,30141,3055,34With  2 movement support aids (i.e. crutches)*

0,41350,7744,03With 1 movement support aid

0,40000,4062,05Without movement support aids

ajD0,j, pers/m2V0,j, m/min
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V = f (D)

VD = V0(1- aln(D/D0))

The formula:

and it’s coefficients: 



Individual movement in a flow

Mobile 
pedestrian

Evacuation group of 3 womenPatient with musculoskeletal 
system affection

a b

Obvious reluctance to maneuver (outrun) when moving up (a) and down (b) the stairs: 
Vup = 21 m/min, Vdown = 38 m/min

Typical cluster: speed of the 
group is 18m/min.



Static and dynamics dimensions of patients

Experimental set up

Vertical level with 
laser pointer

Laser dot on the 
paper

Paper with scale 
grid

a) Static dimensions b) Dynamic dimensions

An example of results:

Without support aids a) f=0.121m2, b) f=0.170 m2;

Witt crutches a) f=0.175m2, b) f=0.210 m2;



Evacuation of patients on a stretcher

Floor number

Number of rescued patients

Evacuation of a patient 
(60 kg) on a stretcher by 
two rescuers from 
different floors (number 
of rescued patients from 
the first floor might be 
over 20).
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Staff Fire Training 

Staff member 
has’t hit the tray

Theory – video test (12 scenarios, 360 staff participated)

Practice – fire fighting

Result: 36.4% followed training guidance…
Alarm Smoke Fire

Staff member hasn’t 
put out the fire
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